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Dark Stars



The Missing Mass of the Universe

Coma cluster Vera Rubin 70’s 
Rotation curves of Andromeda are not 

falling according to Newton’s law!

Bullet Cluster
Galaxy NGC 1052-DF2,  

no dark matter!!!



Why Dark Matter Self-Interactions?
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CCDM very consistent with Large Scale Structure 



Why Dark Matter Self-Interactions?

Problems with Collisionless Cold Dark Matter 
• Core-cusp profile in dwarf galaxies 
• Diversity Problem 
• “Too big to fail”

Provide seeds for the Supermassive Black hole at the center of galaxy Pollack Spergel Steinhardt ‘15

However CCDM seems problematic in small scales



An Alternative to WIMPs:
Asymmetric Dark Matter

•Asymmetric DM can emerge naturally in theories beyond the SM
•Alternative to thermal production
•Possible link between baryogenesis and DM relic density 

TeV WIMP Light  WIMP ~GeV
I. INTRODUCTION

nTB = nB (1)

MTB = 5GeV (2)

1� 5 = 5 (3)

The accretion of WIMPs onto a typical 1.4MJ 10km neutron star in a globular cluster

taking into account relativistic e�ects has been calculated in... The total mass of WIMPs

accreted is

Macc = 4.3� 1046
�

⇥dm
103GeV/cm3

⇥�
t

109years

⇥
f GeV, (4)

We are interested in constraints coming from possible formation of a black hole that will

destroy the neutron star within its lifetime. Therefore one necessary condition for the

formation of the black hole isMacc > Mcrit. However, this constraint by itself is not su⇥cient

to guarantee the destruction of the star. Even if a black hole is formed, ti might evaporate

very fast due to Hawking radiation before it manages to destroy the star. A black hole loses

energy due to Hawking radiation as

dM

dt
=

c6~
15360�G2M2

. (5)

On the other hand a black hole accretes simultaneously mass from the star. If rotation is

insignificant (as we are going to argue later on), matter is accreted via Bondi accretion with

a rate
dM

dt
=

4�⇥G2M2

c3s
, (6)

where cs and ⇥ are the speed of sound and the mass density of the star at the core. Since

Bondi accretion scales proportional to the square of the black hole mass while Hawking

radiation scales inversely proportional, it is evident that the initial mass of the black hole

determines also its fate. If accretion wins at the formation of the black hole, more mass

is accreted and Hawking radiation gets smaller and smaller. Demanding this to be the

case, the black hole should have a mass at least M > 5.7 � 1036 GeV. We have used

⇥ = 5� 1038 GeV/cm3, and we estimated cs = 0.17c. Any black hole with an initial mass as

the one we mention above, will eventually destroy the whole star. Black holes with smaller

masses will evaporate fast producing no destruction.
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Asymmetric Dark Stars

Can asymmetric dark matter with self-interactions form its own 
compact objects?

• How do they look like?
• Can we detect them and distinguish them from NS or BH?
• What is the formation mechanism?



Asymmetric Dark Stars

CK, Nielsen ‘15 

Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff with Yukawa 
self-interactions



Light Mediators
Light Mediators lead to an increased cross section due to Sommerfeld Enhancement 

Perturbative

Non-perturbative

Classical Limit The problem is identical to plasma physics 

is equivalent to Debye screening mass in plasma 



Light Mediators

Resonant Limit Bethe-Salpeter equation

Non-relativistic limit equivalent to Schrodinger equation



Light Mediators

CK, Nielsen ‘15 



Chandrasekhar Mass Limits for Dark Stars



Asymmetric Bosonic Dark Stars
BEC Bosonic DM with λφ4

Repulsive Interactions: Solve Einstein equation together with the Klein-Gordon

Attractive Interactions: We  can use the nonrelativistic limit solving the the Gross-Pitaevskii with the Poisson

Colpi Shapiro Wasserman ‘86



Asymmetric Bosonic Dark Stars

 Eby Nielsen CK Wijewardhana ’16 



Asymmetric Bosonic Dark Stars



Gravitational Waves from Dark Stars

Giudice, McCullough, 
Urbano ‘16



Tidal Deformations of Dark Stars

How stars deform in the presence of an external gravitational field?

V=-(1/2)ε x xij
i j Q =-λεij ij λ= 

Love number

Maselli, Pnigouras,Nielsen,
CK, Kokkotas, 17



Formation of Asymmetric Dark Stars

Collapse can proceed via dark photon Bremsstrahlung Cooling

Chang, Egana-Ugrinovic, Essig, CK ‘19



Relativistic Proton Capture rate
Dark stars can accrete protons and electrons 

Betancourt, Brenner, Ibarra, CK ’22

Goldman Nussinov ’89, CK ‘07



Dark Star Outbursts

 after capture there is a thermalisation stage where protons settle in a thermal radius

Thermal Evolution of star

BEC critical temperature Heat Capacity

with τ<<1 (optically thin limit)-> Bremsstrahlung
when τ>>1 blackbody radiation



Dark Star Outbursts

LuminosityTemperature

Outbursts can last from days to months

At first the photon luminosity scales as ~
As temperature reduces, the luminosity and the energy loss increase dramatically until the 
thermal radius becomes opaque for the photons.
At this point the spectrum becomes the blackbody one with luminosity~ 
there is one extra power of T due to the thermal radius dependence on T. 



Observing Dark Stars

Nearby dark stars will present themselves as γ-ray point sources during the outburst.

Dark stars at larger distances could contribute in principle to the diffuse γ-ray background 

The number density of dark stars in outburst depends strongly on the dark star formation 
scenario (e.g. a uniform distribution vs  a delta function in time)

What if dark matter particles annihilate (or decay) to SM particles within the dark star?

The γ-ray spectrum will probe the density profile of dark matter and not the square of that as
It is expected for usual dark matter annihilation. 

Due to the potential compactness of the dark stars, one could probe dark matter annihilation 
cross sections at the Planck scale!



Can Dark Stars affect the 21cm Line?

Observer Neutral H 
in Intergalactic Medium

CMB photons as 
Backlight



Can Dark Stars affect the 21cm Line?

Betancourt Ibarra CK in prep



Neutron Decay Anomaly and Neutron 
Star Stability

There is a 4σ discrepancy between bottle and beam experimental measurements of the decay 
width of neutron.

This could be explained if neutron could partially decay to a DM particle Fornal Grinstein ’18.

However such a scenario leads to significant conversion of neutrons to DM, softening the NS 
EoS making NS unable to reach 2 Msun.  Baym Beck Geltenbort Shelton ’18, Cline Cornell ’18

Adding repulsive DM self-interactions is barely consistent with 2 Msun NS. Cline Cornell ’18, 
Grinstein Nielsen CK ’18.

Avoid proton decays



Baryon-DM Interactions via the Higgs 
Portal

The Higgs portal induces neutron-DM interactions

Fornal Grinstein ‘18



Baryon-DM Interactions via the Higgs 
Portal

Energy density

chemical equilibrium

Grinstein Nielsen CK ’18

DM Self-Interactions constraints
Constraints from rapid cooling of stars



Asymmetric Dark Matter in Neutron Stars

Capture

Thermalization

Press Spergel ’85, Gould ’86, 
Nussinov Goldman ’89, 
CK’07
Goldman Nussinov’89,
CK Tinyakov ’10,  ’11, CK’11
Bertoni Nelson Reddy ’13

Self-Attraction

CK Tinyakov Tytgat ’18

Collapse

Bramante Fukushima, Kumar, ’13
Baryakhtar, Bramante Li, Linden Raj 

Growth of Black Hole
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It is easy to see from eq. (1) that for cross sections
σ ! M4

Pl/m
2 ∼ 10−104 cm2(m/GeV)−2, the second term

dominates, and the minimum required mass scales (at
constant λ) in the same way as for the fermionic parti-
cles with a different (and potentially much smaller) co-
efficient. The best experimental constraints on the self-
interaction cross section come from the Bullet Cluster,
σ/m < 2× 10−24cm2/GeV [32].
Several conditions have to be satisfied for a gravita-

tional collapse of WIMPs inside a neutron star to occur.
Firstly, a sufficient number of dark matter particles must
be accumulated during the lifetime of the neutron star.
The accretion of WIMPs onto a typical 1.4M" neutron
star in a globular cluster, taking into account relativis-
tic effects, has been calculated in [9]. The total mass of
accreted WIMPs is

Macc = 4.3× 1046
(

ρdm
103GeV/cm3

)(

t

109years

)

f GeV,

(2)
where the “efficiency” factor f = 1 if the WIMP-
nucleon cross section satisfies σn > 10−45cm2, and f =
σn/(10−45cm2) if σn < 10−45cm2. The condition

Macc > Mcrit (3)

guarantees that the accumulated dark matter mass is
above the critical value (1).
Secondly, the newly-formed black hole must accrete

matter faster than it evaporates due to Hawking radia-
tion. In the Bondi regime of accretion, the change of the
black hole mass M with time is given by the equation

dM

dt
=

4πρcG2M2

c3s
−

1

15360πG2M2
, (4)

where cs and ρc are the speed of sound and the mass
density of the neutron star core, respectively. The first
term corresponds to the Bondi accretion while the sec-
ond represents the energy loss due to Hawking radiation.
Since the accretion increases while the Hawking radiation
decreases as a function of M , it is the initial mass of the
black hole that determines its fate. Requiring that the
first term dominates when the black hole is formed gives
the condition

M > 5.7× 1036 GeV. (5)

Here we have used ρc = 5×1038 GeV/cm3 and cs = 0.17.
Any black hole with the initial mass satisfying eq. (5) will
eventually destroy the whole star, while the smaller black
holes will evaporate with no detectable effect.
The third condition necessary for the WIMP col-

lapse into a black hole is the onset of the WIMP
self-gravitation. WIMPs captured by the neutron star
quickly thermalize [9] and concentrate in the center
within the radius

rth % 2 m

(

Tc

105K

)1/2
( m

GeV

)−1/2
, (6)

where Tc is the temperature of the star core. When their
total mass M increases beyond the mass of the ordinary
matter within the same radius,

M > Msg =
4

3
πρcr

3
th = 2.2× 1046 GeV

( m

GeV

)−3/2
,

(7)
their own gravitational field starts to dominate over that
of the star and the self-gravitation regime sets in, leading
to the gravitational collapse provided the condition (3) is
satisfied. It can be seen from eq. (2) that (7) is satisified
if the WIMP mass is larger than ∼1 GeV (∼143 GeV)
for ρdm = 103GeV/cm3 (ρdm = 0.3GeV/cm3), but not
for lighter WIMPs.
However, if WIMPs are bosons as we assume in this

letter, they can form a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC).
Since this state is more compact, the self-gravitation in
this case starts for a smaller number of particles before
the condition (7) is satisfied. The particle density re-
quired to form BEC is

n % 4.7× 1028cm−3
( m

GeV

)3/2
(

Tc

105K

)3/2

.

Assuming an old neutron star with a temperature Tc =
105 K, the number of WIMPs needed in order for BEC
to form is NBEC % 2× 1036. All the WIMPs accreted in
excess of this value will go into the condensed state. For
most of the cases of our interest, the number of accreted
WIMPs will be larger than NBEC, so eq. (7) has to be
reconsidered.
The size of the condensed state is determined by the

radius of the wave function of the ground state in the
gravitational potential of the star,

rc =

(

8π

3
Gρcm

2

)−1/4

% 1.6×10−4

(

GeV

m

)1/2

cm. (8)

Substituting this size in place of rth in eq. (7) we get

M > 8× 1027 GeV
( m

GeV

)−3/2
. (9)

In view of eq. (2), the amount of dark matter sufficient for
WIMP self-gravitation in the condensed state can always
be accumulated provided that the WIMP is heavier than
∼ 0.1 eV, which covers all cases of interest. Thus, due to
the formation of BEC the requirement of self-gravitation
does not provide an extra condition.
Finally, the accumulation of WIMPs may become in-

efficient if they may escape from the neutron star once
captured, which is a danger at small WIMP masses. It
can be seen from eq. (6) that for WIMP masses in the
keV range the radius of the WIMP lump becomes com-
parable to the size of the star, so that WIMPs in the
tail of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities
may escape. The rate F of WIMP evaporation can be
estimated as follows [34],

F = ns

(

T

2πm

)1/2

(1 +GMm/RT ) exp(−GMm/RT ),

(10)



The effect of Rotation 

The accretion is never perfectly spherical because the neutron star rotates 
usually with high frequencies. 

The conditions for Bondi accretion are valid as long as the angular momentum of an infalling 
piece of matter is much smaller than the keplerian one in the innermost last stable orbit

The mass of the black
 hole must be larger than

viscosity of nuclear matter saves Bondi 

It subtracts angular momentum at the initial stage where the black hole is still small

in the final stages Bondi accretion is not valid but the star is seconds away from destruction! 

CK, Tinyakov ‘13



Setting New Constraints on Dark Matter 
Self-Interactions

CK Tinyakov Tytgat PRL ‘18



Conclusions

Asymmetric Dark Stars 

• Formation scenarios involving dark photons

• They can be distinguished from neutron stars and black holes

• Luminosity outbursts

• Changes in the 21cm line spectrum

Anomalous decay of Neutron

• Repulsive interactions between neutrons and dark matter can stabilise neutron 

stars

Converting neutron stars to  black holes

• Black holes lighter than ~3 solar masses might not necessarily be of primordial 

origin.

• Testable at future interferometers


